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SQL Server 2012 Data Integration Recipes: Solutions for Integration Services and Other ETL Tools (Expert's Voice in SQL Server)Apress, 2012

	SQL Server 2012 Data Integration Recipes provides focused and practical solutions to real world problems of data integration. Need to import data into SQL Server from an outside source? Need to export data and send it to another system? SQL Server 2012 Data Integration Recipes has your back. You'll find solutions...
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Chemokine Biology - Basic Research and Clinical Application: Vol. 2: Pathophysiology of Chemokines (Progress in Inflammation Research)Birkhauser, 2007

	Chemokines play an important role in recruiting inflammatory cells into tissues in response to infection and inflammation. They also play an important role in coordinating the movement of T-cells, B-cells and dentritic cells, necessary to generate an immune response (response to injury, allergens, antigens, invading microorganisms). They...
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Active Directory BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
Master the power of Active Directory™ Whether you're a networking newcomer or a veteran administrator, working with Windows® 2000 Server requires a thorough knowledge of Active Directory. This complete guide delivers all the information you need. Logically organized and packed with real-world examples, it shows you...
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Microsoft Virtualization: Master Microsoft Server, Desktop, Application, and Presentation VirtualizationSyngress Publishing, 2010

	The intention of this book is to provide a thorough reference for those considering a migration
	into the virtualized world. The majority of our target readers will likely be seasoned system
	administrators and engineers who grew up in and still manage primarily a hardware-based
	server environment containing a large assortment of both...
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Build a Next-Generation Digital Workplace: Transform Legacy Intranets to Employee Experience PlatformsApress, 2019

	
		Evolve your traditional intranet platform into a next-generation digital workspace with this comprehensive book. Through in-depth coverage of strategies, methods, and case studies, you will learn how to design and build an employee experience platform (EXP) for improved employee productivity, engagement, and collaboration.

	...
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Accelerated Silverlight 3 (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009
Accelerated Silverlight 3 teaches you how to get up to speed with the latest version of Silverlight quickly and efficiently. The book assumes you're already comfortable with the basics of .NET coding and with WPF and builds on your existing knowledge to make your journey to Silverlight 3 proficiency as quick and painless as possible....
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The Best Damn Server Virtualization Book Period: Including Vmware, Xen, and Microsoft Virtual ServerSyngress Publishing, 2007
Server Sprawl and escalating IT costs have managers and system administrators scrambling to find ways to cut costs and reduce Total Cost of Ownership of their physical infrastructure. Combining software applications onto a single server, even if those applications are from the same software vendor, can be dangerous and problems hard to...
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R Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	R Recipes is your handy problem-solution reference for learning and using the popular R programming language for statistics and other numerical analysis. Packed with hundreds of code and visual recipes, this book helps you to quickly learn the fundamentals and explore the frontiers of programming, analyzing and using R.

...
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Pro SQL Azure (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2010

	SQL Azure represents Microsoft’s cloud-based delivery of its enterprise-caliber, SQL Server database management system (formerly under the code name "Oslo"). Pro SQL Azure introduces you to this new platform, showing you how to program and administer it in a variety of cloud computing scenarios. You’ll learn to...
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CCNP Practical Studies: RoutingCisco Press, 2002
Practice for the CCNP BSCI exam with hands-on, networking lab scenarios

	Ramp up your routing know-how with more than 40 practical lab scenarios 
	Reinforce your CCNP exam preparation with step-by-step, hands-on router configuration 
	Get up to speed with advanced OSPF and IS-IS configuration,...
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Mobile Agents: Basic Concepts, Mobility Models, and the Tracy ToolkitMorgan Kaufmann, 2004
"I think this book will be the first standard introductory book on mobile agents." José M. Vidal, University of South Carolina
Mobile agents are software nomads that act as your personal representative, working autonomously through networks. They are able to visit network nodes directly using available computing power and are...
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A Life-Course Perspective on Migration and IntegrationSpringer, 2011

	Over the last four decades the sociological life course approach with its focus on the interplay of structure and agency over time life course perspective has become an important research perspective in the social sciences. Yet, while it has successfully been applied to almost all fields of social inquiry it is much less used in research...
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